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Spelling Words and Sentences

Spelling List F-6: /k/ and /kw/

1. kayak The bright yellow kayakkayak stood out to passing boaters.
2. plaques Are the monument plaquesplaques made of solid bronze? 
3. chaotic Coach Kudla used a megaphone to get the chaoticchaotic gym class’s attention.
4. choir Jaydon is auditioning for the school choirchoir next week. 
5. cloak The wizard wore a long, flowing purple cloacloakk.
6. squander Don’t squandersquander good weather by sitting inside all day.
7. chronological For our project, we have to list the main story events in chronologicalchronological order. 
8. lacquer The fresh coat of lacquerlacquer made the table shine like new. 
9. critique You can use feedback from a critiquecritique to produce better writing.
10. quotient  Celeste didn’t need a calculator to find the quotientquotient for the extra credit  
  problem.
11. hectic  Gameplay was so hectichectic that the referee didn’t know when to blow the whistle.
12. technique  Alijah’s special drawing techniquetechnique made beautiful works of art.
13. monarch  There’s a big ceremony whenever a new monarchmonarch is crowned.
14. relinquish  Jillian didn’t want to relinquishrelinquish her role as team captain.
15. klutz  If you’re a klutklutzz, juggling might be impossible.
16. conquistadors  Our next social studies unit is all about Spanish and Portuguese conquistadorconquistadorss.
17. quirky  Freya’s quirkyquirky sense of humor is a delight to all her friends.
18. turquoise  They’re going to repaint Justus’s bedroom turquoisturquoisee.
19. squeamish  Konnor loves animals, but he’s too squeamishsqueamish to be a veterinarian.

20. critic  The opinion of a criticcritic can be useful, but you should always form your own!

Review Words

21. fascinating  There’s a fascinatingfascinating exhibit on human bodies at the science museum.
22. asthma  AsthmaAsthma prevents some people from playing sports.
23. debt  Lennox paid off his debtdebt as quickly as he could.

Challenge Words

24. chlorophyll  ChlorophyllChlorophyll is used to carry out photosynthesis. 
25. kumquat  Libby had never tasted fresh kumquatkumquat until today. 


